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Activity 1.

On the apple/orange/balloon provided 

indicate the following

 The Universal Time Coordinate (0° longitude or 

also known as prime meridian or the Greenwich 

Meridian)

 180° longitude

 The equator (0° latitude)

 Indicate the eastern (E), western (W), southern (S) 

and northern (N) hemispheres 
4
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World Time Zones Position in Caps
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• Concepts: 

Time zone, UTC, Greenwich, hemispheres, equator 

seasons, standard time, 

Local time, the international date line, 

the 24-hour clock (00:00– 23:59), 

latitude, longitude

•   Introduction to a world time zone map

•   Concept: Daylight saving time (DST). Reasons 

for this practice

•  The impact of time zones and daylight saving on 

travel planning & travelling

World Time Zones 
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World Time Zones video

https://youtu.be/X1DkiuaFCuA

https://youtu.be/C-whBKIB1e0



Activity 2 

 1. If it is 06:00 in Cape Town, what is the 

time in Sydney?

Cape Town 3o°E (+2) +8 hrs Sydney 150 E 

(+10)

06:00+8 = 14:00

2. It is 22:00 in Reo de Janeiro(-3), what is 

the time in cape Town?

Rio de Janeiro 45 W (-3) +5 Cape Town 30 E 

(+2)

 22:00+ 5 = 03:00
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World Time Zones 

What we have learnt:
Earth is round

Earth rotates around it’s own axis

Imaginary grid covers the earth

Longitude - meridians ( north to south) 

Latitude  - parallels ( east to west )

Greenwich meridian =UTC

U

T

C

Position in Caps
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World Time Zones 

TIME ZONE

What is a time zone
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World Time Zones Day & Night
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World Time Zones Actual photo of day / night



Time has always been measured based on the position of the sun

Cities would set their town clock by measuring the position of the 

sun, ( first on sundials) but every city would be 

on a slightly different time of the sun

This time as indicated on the sundial by the actual sun was known 

as TRUE LOCAL TIME

Later when time was measured in terms of  relation to a 

longitudinal meridian it was known as LOCAL MEAN TIME

STANDARD TIME is when the time throughout a region is set to one 

standard time

Use SA as an example: 

Johannesburg VS Cape Town
13

World Time Zones local time ,  standard time

UTC

UTC +1

UTC +2
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World Time Zones 

As the earth orbits ( travels around) the 

sun , the seasons are formed 

Seasons



TERMS:
 Time Zone : earth is divided into 24 imaginary 

lines.  Each line represents an hour on the 24 hr 

clock.

 UTC – the Universal Time Coordinate is at 0 

degrees and all time is set from this point.  It 

crosses through the village of Greenwich.

 Equator: divides the earth into North and Sout 

hemisphere

 Standard time:  the time that has been 

adopted by a particular country e.g. SA is +2hrs



TERMS:

 Local time:  The current time at a particular 

place is called local time.

 Jet lag : a physical condition when a person 

crosses many time zones.  It can lead to 

confusion and fatigue.

 Jet fatigue:  the physical tiredness of flying for 

a long period of time.  You do not cross any 

time zones.

 TZ calculations:  if I calculate to the West I 

subtract and if I move to the East I add time.



EXAM INFO

 REMEMBER No pencil calculations.

 The correct format 22:00 NOT 22h00 or 

 22:00 pm

 Show ALL your calculations!!!!!!
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World Time Zones Introducing the time zone map
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World Time Zones Back to Basics

JET LAG

J

E

T

F

A
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E
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World Time Zones IDL ; UTC; Equator

IDL

UTC

IDL
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World Time Zones IDL:Gaining & Losing a day



IDL

If you cross it from the 

West you lose a day

If you cross it from the 

East, you gain a day BUT

the time remains the same.
23
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World Time Zones The sun rises in the east & sets in the west
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World Time Zones The Sun & The Magic Beans
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World Time Zones The Sun & The Magic Beans
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World Time Zones You can also look at the top of the map 

UT

C

UT

C

+6

UT

C

-7

Move to the right( east) 

= PLUS

Move to the left(west )

= MINUS
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World Time Zones Position in Caps

• Helps with calculations

• 24 hours in the day

• How to write time correctly

l
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World Time Zones Position of the 24 hour clock on the NSC exam map
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World Time Zones Position in Caps



Allows countries to take advantage of 

the early rising sun during summer.

The country – as a whole – now decide to 

turn their timepieces/clocks 1 hour 

ahead at a certain 

Predetermined date. Later during the 

year ( normally in winter they return to 

the correct time)

. 
31
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World Time Zones Position in Caps

When Great Britian

change their time to one 

hour ahead, they 

effectively assume the  

neighbouring +1 

timezone

So for calculation 

purposes their timezone

is no longer calculated 

from UTC but from +1

When Canada change 

their time to one hour 

ahead, they effectively 

assume the  

neighbouring -6  

timezone

So for calculation 

purposes their timezone

is no longer calculated 

from -7 but from -6
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Calculating Time Term1  week 10
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Calculating Time Term1  week 10

Important Q’s to ask when attempting a 

time calculation

Which two places?

What time zones & given time?

What is asked?

Which direction is the question mark?

Add or Subtract ?

What is the time zone difference?

•What time is it in Perth when its 10:00 in Cape Town?
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Calculating Time Term1  week 10
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Calculating Time Term1  week 10

Important Q’s to ask when 

attempting a time calculation

Which two places?

•What time is it in Perth when its 10:00 in

Cape Town?

Cape Town Perth
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Calculating Time Term1  week 10

Important Q’s to ask when 

attempting a time calculation

Which two places ?

What  time zones & given time?

•What time is it in Perth when its 10:00 in Cape Town?

Cape Town Perth

+2 +8

10:00
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Calculating Time Term1  week 10

Important Q’s to ask when 

attempting a time calculation

Which two places ?

What  time zones & given time?

What is asked?

•What time is it in Perth when its 10:00 in Cape Town?

Cape Town Perth

+2 +8

10:00 ?
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Calculating Time Term1  week 10

Important Q’s to ask when attempting a 

time calculation

Which two places ?

What  time zones & given time?

What is asked?

Which direction is the question mark?

•What time is it in Perth when its 10:00 in Cape Town?

Cape Town

+2 +8

10:00 ? Perth
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Calculating Time Term1  week 10

Important Q’s to ask when attempting a time 

calculation

Which two places ?

What  time zones & given time?

What is asked?

Which direction is the question mark?

Add or Subtract ?

•What time is it in Perth when its 10:00 in Cape Town?

Cape Town

+2 +8

10:00 ?

Because I 

move to the 

EAST, I 

must  ADD

Perth
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Calculating Time Term1  week 10

Important Q’s to ask when attempting a time calculation

Which two places ?

What  time zones & given time?

What is asked?

Which direction is the question mark?

Add or Subtract ?

What is the time zone difference?

•What time is it in Perth when its 10:00 in Cape Town?

Cape Town

+2 +8

10:00

TZD

6hr

s

?

ADD

Perth
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Calculating Time Term1  week 10

•What time is it in Perth when its 10:00 in Cape Town?

Cape Town

+2 +8

10:00

TZD

6hr

s

?

ADD

Perth

CALCULAT

E

10:00 + 6 =  16:00

When it’s 10am in Cape Town the 

corresponding time in Perth is 16:00
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Calculating Time Term1  week 10



NOTES:
• If you move to the east you ADD

• If you move to the west you SUBTRACT

• If the two place are on the SAME side as 

UTC you SUBTRACT the Time difference

• If they are on OPPOSITE sides of UTC 

you ADD the Time difference.

44
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Calculating Time Term1  week 10

A businessman lands in Cape Town after a 15 

hour flight from London. It is 13h00 on Monday in 

Cape Town when his plane touches down. What 

time & day did his flight leave Heathrow 

International Airport in London? 
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Calculating Time Term1  week 10

A businessman lands in Cape Town after a 15 hour flight from London. It is 

13:00 on Monday in Cape Town when his plane touches down. What time & 

day did his flight leave Heathrow International Airport in London? 

Flying Time is the 

difference between 

DEPARTURE & ARRIVAL

So for this type of calculation we 

have to adapt our visual calculation 

template
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Calculating Time Term1  week 10

A businessman lands in Cape Town after a 15 hour flight from London. It is 

13h00 on Monday in Cape Town when his plane touches down. What time & 

day did his flight leave Heathrow International Airport in London? 

departure departure

arrival arrival
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Calculating Time Term1  week 10

A businessman lands in Cape Town after a 15 hour flight from London. It is 

13h00 on Monday in Cape Town when his plane touches down. What time & 

day did his flight leave Heathrow International Airport in London? 

Ask the same set 

of questions & 

fill in the details 

on the  visual 

calculation 

template

Refer to 

questions
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Calculating Time Term1  week 10

A businessman lands in Cape Town after a 15 hour flight from London. It is 

13:00 on Monday in Cape Town when his plane touches down. What time & 

day did his flight leave Heathrow International Airport in London? 

LONDON CAPE TOWN

13:00

UTC/ 0 +2
?

FT

= 15hrs

TZD

2hr

s

11:00

20:00 Sunday
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Calculating Time Term1  week 10


